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Abstract. Previous works have shown the effectiveness of using stylis-
tic visual features, indicative of the movie style, in content-based movie
recommendation. However, they have mainly focused on a particular rec-
ommendation scenario, i.e. , when a new movie is added to the catalogue
and no information is available for that movie (New Item scenario). How-
ever, the stylistic visual features can be also used when other sources of
information is available (Existing Item scenario).
In this work, we address the second scenario and propose a hybrid tech-
nique that exploits not only the typical content available for the movies
(e.g., tags), but also the stylistic visual content extracted form the movie
files and fuse them by applying a fusion method called Canonical Cor-
relation Analysis (CCA). Our experiments on a large catalogue of 13K
movies have shown very promising results which indicates a considerable
improvement of the recommendation quality by using a proper fusion of
the stylistic visual features with other type of features.
1 Introduction
Classical approaches to multimedia recommendation are of unimodal nature [35,
19, 7, 14]. Recommendations are typically generated based on two different types
of item features (or attributes): metadata containing High-Level (or semantic)
information and media entailing Low-Level (or stylistic) aspects.
The high-level features can be collected both from structured sources, such
as databases, lexicons and ontologies, and from unstructured sources, such as
reviews, news articles, item descriptions and social tags [6, 27, 29, 10, 28, 6,
11, 1, 2]. The low-level features, on the other hand, can be extracted directly
from the media itself. For example, in music recommendation many acoustic
features, e.g. rhythm and timbre, can be extracted and used to find perceptual
similar tracks [3, 4].
In this paper, we extend our previous works on movie recommendation [15,
14, 13, 16, 12], where a set of low-level visual features were used to mainly address
the new item cold start scenario [17, 34, 18]. In such a scenario, no information
is available about the new coming movies (e.g. user-generated movies), and the
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low-level visual features are used to recommend those new movies. While this
is an effective way of solving the new item problem, visual features can be also
used when the other sources of information is provided (e.g., tags added by users)
to the movies. Accordingly, a fusion method can be used in order to combine
two types of features, i.e. low-level stylistic features defined in our previous
works [15, 14] with user-generated tags into a joint representation in order to
improve the quality of recommendation. Hence, we can formulate the research
hypothesis as follows: Combining the low-level visual features (extracted from
movies) with tag features by a proper fusion method, can lead to more accurate
recommendations, in comparison to recommendations based on these features
when used in isolation.
More particularly, we propose a multimodal fusion paradigm which is aimed
to build a content model that exploits low-level correlation between visual-
metadata modalities 1. The method is based on Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CCA) which belongs to a wider family of multimodal subspace learning meth-
ods known as correlation matching [23, 30]. Unlike very few available multimodal
video recommender systems todate [36, 26] which treat the fusion problem as
a basic linear modeling problem without studying the underlying spanned fea-
ture spaces, the proposed method learns the correlation between modalities and
maximize the pairwise correlation.
The main contributions of this work are listed below:
– we propose a novel technique that combines a set of automatically extracted
stylistic visual features with other source of information in order to improve
the quality of recommendation.
– we employ a data fusion method called Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
[20, 21] that unlike traditional fusion methods, which do not exploit the re-
lationship between two set of features coming from two different sources,
achieves this by maximizing the pairwise correlation between two sets.
– we evaluate our proposed technique with a large dataset with more than 13K
movies that has been thoroughly analyzed in order to extract the stylistic
visual features2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the re-
lated work. Section 3 discusses the proposed method by presenting a description
of the visual features and introducing a mathematical model for the recommen-
dation problem and the proposed fusion method. Section 4 presents the evalu-
ation methodology. Results and discussions are presented in Section 5. Finally,
in Section 6 we present the conclusion and future work.
1 Note that though textual in nature, we treat metadata as a separate modality which
is added to a video by a community-user (tag) or an expert (genre). Refer to Table
1 for further illustration.
2 the dataset is called Mise-en-scene Dataset and it is publicly available through the
following link: http://recsys.deib.polimi.it
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2 Related work
Up to the present, the exploitation of low-level features have been marginally
explored in the community of recommender systems. This is while such fea-
tures have been extensively studied in other fields such as computer vision and
content-based video retrieval [32, 24]. Although for different objectives, these
communities share with the community of recommender systems, the research
problems of defining the “best” representation of video content and of classify-
ing videos according to features of different nature. Hence they offer results and
insights that are of interest also in the movie recommender systems context.
The works presented in [24, 5] provide comprehensive surveys on the relevant
state of the art related to video content analysis and classification, and discuss a
large body of low-level features (visual, auditory or textual) that can be consid-
ered for these purposes. In [32] Rasheed et al. proposes a practical movie genre
classification scheme based on computable visual cues. [31] discusses a similar
approach by considering also the audio features. Finally, in [37] Zhou et al. pro-
poses a framework for automatic classification, using a temporally-structured
features, based on the intermediate level of scene representation.
While the scenario of using the low-level features has been interesting for the
goal of video retrieval, this paper addresses a different scenario, i.e., when the
the low-level features features are used in a recommender system to effectively
generate relevant recommendations for users.
3 Method Descriptions
In this section, we present the proposed method.
3.1 Visual Features
Multimedia content in a video can be classified into three hierarchical levels:
– Level 1 “High-level (semantic) features”: At this level, we have semantic
features that deal with the concepts and events happening in a video. For
example, the plot of the movie “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly”, which
revolves around three gunslingers competing to find a buried cache of gold
during the American Civil War.
– Level 2 “Mid-level (syntactic) features”: At the intermediate level we
have syntactic features that deal with what objects exist in a video and their
interactions. As an example, in the same movie there are Clint Eastwood, Lee
Van Cleef, Eli Wallach, plus several horses and guns.
– Level 3 “Low-level (stylistic) features”: At the lowest level we have stylis-
tic features which define the Mise-en-Scene characteristics of the movie, i.e.,
the design aspects that characterize aesthetic and style of a movie. As an
example, in the same movie predominant colors are yellow and brown, and
camera shots use extreme close-up on actors’ eyes.
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The examples above are presented for the visual modality as it forms the focus of
our recent works [14, 15, 13]. In order to allow a fair comparison between different
modalities, we present the hierarchical comparison of multimedia content across
different modalities [7] in Table 1. Note that while the visual, aural and textual
modalities are elements of the multimedia data itself, metadata is added to the
movie after production.
Table 1: Hierarchical and modality-wise classification of multimedia features

























Recommender systems in the movie domain typically use high-level or mid-
level features such as genre or tag which appears in the form of metadata [25, 35,
19]. These feature usually cover a wide range in the hierarchical classification of
content, for example tags most often contain words about events and incidents
(high-level), people and places (mid-level) while visual features extracted and
studied in our previous works (presented in Table 2) cover the low-level aspects.
By properly combining the high-level metadata and low-level visual features we
aim to maximize the informativeness of the joint feature representation.
3.2 Multimedia recommendation Problem
A multimedia document D (e.g. a video) can be represented with the quadruple
D = (dV , dA, dT , dM )
in which dV , dA, dT are the visual, aural and textual documents constituting a
multimedia document and dM is the metadata added to the multimedia docu-
ment by a human (e.g. tag, genre or year of production). In a similar manner,
a user’s profile U can be projected over each of the above modalities and be
symbolically represented as
U = (uV , uA, uT , uM )
The multimedia components are represented as vectors in features spaces R|V |,
R|A|, R|T | and R|M |. For instance, fV = {f1, ..., f|V |}T ∈ R|V | is the feature
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Table 2: The list of low-level stylistic features representative of movie style pre-
sented in our previous works [14, 16]
Features Equation Description
Camera Motion Lsh =
nf
nsh
Camera shot is used as the representative measure of
camera movement. A shot is a single camera action.
The Average shot length Lsh and number of shots nsh
are used as two distinctive features.
Color Variance ρ =






 For each keyframe in the Luv colorspace the covariance
matrix ρ is computed where σL, σu, σv, σLu, σLv, σuv
are the standard deviation over three channels L, u, v
and their mutual covariance. Σ = det(ρ) is the mea-
sure for color variance. The mean and std of Σ over
keyframes are used as the representative features of
color variance.
Object Motion OI(x, t).v+It(x, t) = 0 Object motion is calculated based on optical flow esti-
mation. which provides a robust estimate of the object
motion in video frames based on pixel velocities. The
mean and std of of pixels motion is calculated on each
frames and averaged across all video as the two repre-
sentative features for object motion.
Lighting Key ξ = µ.σ After transforming pixel to HSV colorspace the mean
µ and std σ of the value component which corresponds
to the brightness is computed. ξ which is the mul-
tiplication of two is computed and averaged across
keyframes as the measure of average lighting key in
a video.
vector representing the visual component. The relevancy between the target user
profile U and the item profile D is of interest for recommenders and is denoted
with R(U,D). In this work, we will focus our attention to the visual features
defined in Table 2 and the rich metadata (tag).
Given a user profile U either directly provided by her (direct profile) or
evaluated by the system (indirect profile) and a database of videos D =
{D1, D2, ..., D|D|}, the task of video recommendation is to seek the video Di
that satisfies
D∗i = arg max
Di ∈ D
R(U,Di) (1)
where R(U,D) can be computed as
R(U,Di) = R(F (uV , uM ), F (dV , dM )) (2)
where F is a function whose role is to combine different modalities into a joint
representation. This function is known by inter-modal fusion function in multi-
media information retrieval (MMIR). It belongs to the family of fusion methods
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known as early fusion methods which integrates unimodal features before pass-
ing them to a recommender. The effectiveness of early fusion methods has been
proven in couple of multimedia retrieval papers [30, 33].
3.3 Fusion Method
The fusion method aims to combine information obtained from two sources
of features: (1)LL Features: stylistic visual features extracted by our system
and (2)HL features: the tag features. We employ a novel fusion method known
as Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [30, 20, 21] for fusing two sources of
features. CCA is popular method in multi-data processing and is mainly used to
analyse the relationships between two sets of features originated from different
sources of information.
Given two set of features X ∈ Rp×n and Y ∈ Rq×n, where p and q are the
dimension of features extracted from the n items, let Sxx ∈ Rp×p and Syy ∈ Rq×q
be the between-set and Sxy ∈ Rp×q be the within-set covariance matrix. Also
let us define S ∈ R(p+q)×(p+q) to be the overall covariance matrix - a complete













then CCA aims to find a linear transformation X∗ = WTx .X and Y
∗ = WTy .Y
that maximizes the pair-wise correlation across two feature set as given by eq. 4.
The latter will ensure the relationship between two set of features will follow a








where cov(X∗, Y ∗) = WTx SxyWy and for variances we have that var(X
∗) =
WTx SxxWx and var(Y
∗) = WTy SyyWy. We adopt the maximization procedure
described in [20, 21] and solving the eigenvalue equation{
S−1xx SxyS
−1




xx SxyWˆy = Λ
2Wˆy
(5)
where Wx,Wy ∈ Rp×d are the eigenvectors and Λ2 is the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues or squares of the canonical correlations. Finally, d = rank(Sxy) ≤
min(n, p, q) is the number of non-zero eigenvalues in each equation. After cal-
culating X∗, Y ∗ ∈ Rd×n, feature-level fusion can be performed in two manners:




































Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed video recommender system based on stylistic
low-level visual feature and user-generated tag using a fusion method based on
CCA
and
Zsum = X∗ + Y ∗ = WTx .X +W
T
y .Y (7)
Figure 1 illustrates the building block of the developed video recommender
system. Color variance and lighting key are the extracted static features and
camera and object motion are the dynamic features.
3.4 Recommendation algorithm
To generate recommendations, we adopted a classical “k-nearest neighbor”
content-based algorithm. Given a set of users U and a catalogue of items I,
a set of preference scores rui has been collected. Moreover, each item i ∈ I is
associated to its feature vector fi. For each couple of items i and j, a similarity





For each item i the set of its nearest neighbors NNi is built, |NNi| < K.
Then, for each user u ∈ U , the predicted preference score rˆui for an unseen item
i is computed as follows








We have used the latest version of Movielens dataset [22] which contains
22’884’377 ratings and 586’994 tags provided by 247’753 users to 34’208 movies
(sparsity 99.72%). For each movie in Movielens dataset, the title has been auto-
matically queried in YouTube to search for the trailer. If the trailer is available,
it has been downloaded. We have found the trailers for 13’373 movies.
Low-level features have been automatically extracted from trailers. We have
used trailers and not full videos in order to have a scalable recommender system.
Previous works have shown that low-level features extracted from trailers of
movies are equivalent to the low-level features extracted from full-length videos,
both in terms of feature vectors and quality of recommendations [14].
We have used Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to better exploit the implicit
structure in the association between tags and items. The technique consists in
decomposing the tag-item matrix into a set of orthogonal factors whose linear
combination approximates the original matrix [8].
4.2 Methodology
We have evaluated the Top-N recommendation quality by adopting a procedure
similar to the one described in [9].
– We split the dataset into two random subsets. One of the subsets contains
80% of the ratings and it is used for training the system (train set) and the
other one contains 20% of the rating and it is used for evaluation (test set).
– For each relevant item i rated by user u in test set, we form a list containing
the item i and all the items not rated by the user u, which we assume to be
irrelevant to her. Then, we formed a top-N recommendation list by picking
the top N ranked items from the list. Being r the rank of i, we have a hit if
r < N , otherwise we have a miss. Hence, if a user u has Nu relevant items,
the precision and recall in its recommendation list of size N is computed.
– We measure the quality of the recommendation in terms of recall, precision
and mean average precision (MAP) for different cutoff values N = 5, 10, 20.
5 Results
Table 3 represents the results that we have obtained from the conducted exper-
iments. As it can be seen, both methods for fusion of LL visual features with
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TagLSA features, outperform either of using the TagLSA and LL visual features,
with respect to the all considered evaluation metrics.
In terms of recall, fusion of LL visual with TagLSA, based on concatenation
of these features (ccat), obtains the score of 0.0115, 0.0166, and 0.0209 for recom-
mendation at 5, 10, and 20, respectively. The alternative fusion method based on
summation (sum), also scores better than the other baselines, i.e. , LL visual
features and TagLSA, with the recall values of 0.0055, 0.0085, and 0.0112 for
different recommendation sizes (cutoff values). These values are 0.0038, 0.0046,
and 0.0053 for recommendation by using LL visual features and 0.0028, 0.0049,
and 0.0068 for recommendation by using TagLSA. These scores indicate that
recommendation based on fusion of LL visual features and TagLSA features is
considerably better than recommendation based on these content features indi-
vidually.
In terms of precision, again, the best results are obtained by fusion of LL
visual features with TagLSA features based on concatenation with scores of
0.0140, 0.0115, and 0.0079 for recommendation at 5, 10, and 20, respectively.
The alternative fusion method (sum) obtains precision scores of 0.0081, 0.0069,
and 0.0048 which is better than the other two individual baselines. Indeed, LL
visual features archives precision scores of 0.0051, 0.0037, and 0.0023, while the
TagLSA achieves precision scores of 0.0045, 0.0041, and 0.0031. These results
also indicates the superior quality of the recommendation based on fusion of LL
visual features and TagLSA in comparison to recommendation each of these set
of features.
Similar results have been obtained in terms of MAP metric. Hence, fusion
method based on concatenation (ccat) performs the best in comparison to the
other baselines, by obtaining the MAP scores of 0.0091, 0.0080, and 0.0076 for
recommendation at 5, 10, and 20. The MAP scores are 0.0045, 0.0038, 0.0035
for fusion of features based on summation (sum), 0.0035, 0.0028, 0.0026 for LL
visual features, and 0.0025, 0.0021, 0.0019 for TagLSA. Accordingly, the fusion
of the LL visual features and TagLSA presents excellent performance in terms
of MAP metric.
Overall, the results validates our hypothesis and shows that combining the
Low-Level visual features (LL visual) extracted from movies with tag content,
by adopting a proper fusion method, can lead to significant improvement on the
quality of recommendations. This is an promising outcome and shows the great
potential of exploiting LL visual features together with other sources of content
information such as tags in generation of relevant personalised recommendation
in multimedia domain.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose the fusion of visual features extracted from the movie
files with other types of content (i.e., tags), in order to improve the quality of
the recommendation. In the previous works, the visual features are used mainly
to solve cold start problem, i.e. , when a new movie is added to the catalogue
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Table 3: Quality of recommendation w.r.t Recall, Precision and MAP when using
low-level visual features and high-level metadata features in isolation compared
with fused features using our proposed method based on Canonical Correlation
Analysis.
Features
Fusion Recall Precision MAP
Method @5 @10 @20 @5 @10 @20 @5 @10 @20
TagLSA - 0.0028 0.0049 0.0068 0.0045 0.0041 0.0031 0.0025 0.0021 0.0019
LL - 0.0038 0.0046 0.0053 0.0051 0.0037 0.0023 0.0035 0.0028 0.0026
LL + TagLSA CCA-Sum 0.0055 0.0085 0.0112 0.0081 0.0069 0.0048 0.0045 0.0038 0.0035
LL + TagLSA CCA-Ccat 0.0115 0.0166 0.0209 0.0140 0.0115 0.0079 0.0091 0.0080 0.0076
and no information is available for that movie. In this work, however, we use the
stylistic visual features in combination with other sources of information. Hence,
our research hypothesis is that a proper fusion of the visual features of movies
may have led to a higher accuracy of movie recommendation, w.r.t. using these
set of features individually.
Based on the experiments, we conducted on a large dataset of 13K movies,
we successfully verified the hypothesis and shown that the recommendation ac-
curacy is considerably improved when the the (low-level) visual features are
combined with user-generated tags.
In future, we would consider fusion of additional sources of information, such
as, audio features, in order to farther improve the quality of the content based
recommendation system. Moreover, we will investigate the effect of different
feature aggregation methods on the quality of the extracted information and on
the quality of the generated recommendations.
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